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TA L E S F R O M T H E M E D I C A L T R E N C H E S
PA RT I I

Partnering with
Healthcare Clients from
Kick-off to Installation

The medical industry has some of the strictest data
regulations out there, alongside other restrictive
industries such as government, financial, and missioncritical. As we discussed in Part I of this series, healthcare
data equipment is under intense scrutiny due to the
nature of the industry. Not only does this infrastructure
house important and confidential patient information,
it is also often linked to critical life support care and, if
tampered with, could cost a life.
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Download the full ‘Tales from the
Medical Trenches Part I: Helping
Healthcare Facilities Secure Data
& Save Lives’ white paper here.

Because of the nature of the industry, installations and repairs must take place while systems continue to run.

Beyond regulations like HIPAA, PCI DSS, and FIPS, hospitals enforce
restrictions that affect everything from who can access the data on
a day-to-day basis to how it’s installed. “In healthcare, there are no
cutting corners,” said GLCC engineer Dylan Hascher. “If they have
something they want or need, it has to be exactly that. There’s no
‘that’s good enough.’”
That’s where Great Lakes Case & Cabinet comes in. Because the
needs of the healthcare industry are so specific and can’t be
compromised, if an off-the-shelf solution isn’t the exact right fit
(which it often isn’t), the client has to go custom. And custom is
what we do.
In addition to the often-custom needs of the client, installation is
also unique in the healthcare industry. “Because of the nature of the
data the equipment houses, it’s a very specific installation process,”
Hascher said. “It’s not something we can take offline in order to
install or repair. In fact, most healthcare facilities don’t allow you to
even drill inside the building because they don’t want to run the risk
of anything going offline.”
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“In healthcare, there
are no cutting corners…
There’s no ‘that’s
good enough.’ ”

Not only do we provide custom designs to our clients,
we work alongside them from start to finish. Literally.
Particularly with our repeat customers, our engineers
are able to be the ones who go to the client site to take
the necessary measurements, pictures, etc. to fully
understand the problem and the need. They bring
that information back to the Great Lakes office, create
the design, and do the actual install as well. Security
in healthcare facilities, many of which are Tier III data
centers, is extremely tight so having a trusted partner
who is familiar with the space and already has the
necessary security credentials saves our clients time
and money in the long run. Due to these extended
interactions, they also have a close relationship with our
engineers, which promotes trust and understanding
between GLCC and our clients.
While GLCC has strong relationships with a number of
healthcare clients, on the following pages, you’ll find two
examples of GLCC’s work in the medical industry and
what sets us apart.

DATA C E N T E R T I E R
C L A S S I F I C AT I O N SYST E M 1 :
• TIER I: Provides dedicated site
infrastructure to support IT
beyond an office setting, including
a dedicated space for IT systems,
an uninterruptable power supply
(UPS), dedicated cooling equipment
that won’t shut down at the end of
normal office hours, and an engine
generator to protect IT functions
from extended power outages
• TIER II: Includes redundant critical
power and cooling components
to allow an increased margin of
safety against IT process disruptions
during maintenance, including
power and cooling equipment
• TIER III: Requires no shutdowns
for equipment replacement or
maintenance and includes a
redundant delivery path for power
and cooling (in addition to the Tier
II critical components) so that every
component needed to support the
environment can be shut down and
maintained without impact to the IT
operation
• TIER IV: Expands upon Tier III
to include the concept of Fault
Tolerance, which ensures that the
effects of individual equipment
failures or distribution path
interruptions are stopped short of
the IT operations.

1	
Explaining the Uptime Institute’s
Tier Classification System
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C O O L I T: S O LV I N G A C L I E N T ’ S
OV E R H E AT I N G I S S U E
GLCC was approached by a client in the healthcare industry
regarding an overheating issue they were experiencing in their
data centers. Their equipment was getting too hot but due to the
nature of their industry, they weren’t able to shut anything down
or move anything around to try to remedy the situation. We sent
an engineer to the site of the data center where he took local
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heat measurements to establish a baseline, as well as determine
dimensional measurements so we could understand the limitations
of the space.
After returning to the GLCC lab, our engineers designed two things:
The first was an intake extension which allowed adjacent equipment
to “breathe” fresh cold air by extending the fan intake all the way to
the front door of the rack. The second was an exhaust baffle that
took the hot air from the reverse airflow switch that was causing the
problems and directed it out via the top of the enclosure.
Because of our trusted partnership with the client, as well as our
hands-on approach, our engineers solved this recurring issue
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efficiently and effectively, all while keeping the critical infrastructure
up and running for the entirety of the project.

3
1 A GLCC engineer tests the equipment for overheating issues.
2 GLCC designed an intake extension, which allowed adjacent equipment to “breathe”
fresh cold air by extending the fan intake all the way to the front door of the rack.
3 GLCC installed an exhaust baffle that took the hot air from the reverse airflow switch
and directed it out of the top of the enclosure.
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SECURING THE ENTERPRISE
We were also approached by a client who had a security concern, as so many in the healthcare
industry do. The client wanted to be able to monitor exactly who was entering each section of the
data center and when, using card readers. We see this happen often in the healthcare industry;
medical facilities would rather get ahead of potential issues by monitoring and tracking access
even more strictly than regulations require. “If our clients can avoid even a single lawsuit, these
kinds of precautions pay for themselves,” Hascher reiterated.
Even though the cabinets were not made by GLCC, we were able to retrofit the card readers onto
the existing storage cages. The process began when, again, our engineers themselves went onsite
to take pictures and measurements and brainstorm a solution to mount the PoE card readers
securely. They then designed the custom solution and, finally, installed and programmed the card
readers with the customer’s network setting and IP addresses, further reducing deployment time.
This kind of efficiency is not only beneficial to the client from a cost standpoint, it could save a life.
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SPECIAL NOTES:
1) TYPICAL BEND RADIUS = R0.030 x 90° INSIDE UNLESS
OTHERWISE NOTED.
2) DIMENSIONS APPLY BEFORE APPLICATION OF FINISH: ADD
.005" TO EACH SURFACE FOR INSPECTION.
3) ALL LASER CUTS TO HAVE "NORMAL" PROCESSING!
4) PREPARE THREADS PRIOR TO WELDING OR POWDERCOAT
PER TD-09-109.
5) FINISH PER TD-09-103 (POWDER COAT), CLASS B, TEXTURE
LEVEL 3, ALL SURFACES UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

E-LINE MLU5000
CARD READER

DC#11956IT1 WILL BE THE SAME EXCEPT 13.5" WIDE INSTEAD OF 9.5

B

GAP SHOWN BETWEEN FRONT AND
REAR PLATES WHERE CAGE WOULD BE

A

DETAIL B
SCALE 1 : 1
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1" X 0.25"
WIRE PASS-THROUGH
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NOTE: ONLY THE CARD READER'S WIRING
HARNESS WILL PASS THROUGH CAGE
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CUSTOMER APPROVAL *

DATE

INTERPRET DRAWING PER ASME Y14.5M-1994
DIMENSIONAL LIMITS APPLY
AFTER APPLICATION OF FINISH
DRAWING NOT TO SCALE

* CUSTOMER SIGN-OFF IS REQUIRED PRIOR
TO MANUFACTURING.
* BY SIGNING THIS APPROVAL, THE CUSTOMER
AGREES THAT THIS ORDER CAN NOT BE
CANCELED AND NO CUSTOM PRODUCTS CAN
BE RETURNED.
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TOLERANCE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED:
ANGULAR +/- 1
.XXXX +/- .010
.XXX +/- .015
.XX +/- .030
.X FOR REF. ONLY
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES

NOTICE:
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Preliminary design for the retrofit card readers.
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At Great Lakes Case & Cabinet, we pride ourselves on going
above and beyond to provide the best solutions for our clients,
while supporting them through quality customer service and
communication along the way.

While the healthcare industry
mandates that there are no cutting
corners when it comes to securing
the data that holds confidential
patient information and keeps critical
life support up and running, we
believe there are no cutting corners,
period; no matter the industry.
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